ANOTHER BIG FRANCO-BRITISH SWEET

FLAME OF REVOLT ENVELOPS GREECE

Venezilos Reported to Have Left Athens to Lead New Movement

London, Sept. 25.—The rumor which has been unshaken for weeks in Greece has burst into flame. Several officers, apparently failed in their effort to influence the government in favor of a MASTERS AGREEMENT, were seen in Athens. It is reported that the growth of the revolutionary movement in Crete and Corfu is the reason for the departure of the Greek king's favorite, Col. Eleftherios Venizelos. Col. Eleftherios Venizelos, a Cretan by birth, is general of the royal troops and commander of the island of Crete. He is expected to arrive in Constantinople from Constantine's capital today. The principal cities of Crete. The revolt is expected to spread throughout the island. The principal cities of Crete, including Chania, Iraklion, and Rethymnon, have been declared in revolt. The revolt is expected to spread throughout the island.

Venezilos has agreed to lead the revolution. He is expected to arrive in Constantinople from Constantine's capital today. The revolt is expected to spread throughout the island. The principal cities of Crete, including Chania, Iraklion, and Rethymnon, have been declared in revolt. The revolt is expected to spread throughout the island.

APOLOGY BY U.S. TO MEXICO

For Act of Troopers Who Crossed the Border Sept. 21st

WASHINGTON, Sept. 25—the United States has apologized to Mexico for the act of troops who crossed the Mexican border on Sept. 21st. The act was a violation of the Neutrality Act, and was performed by the Mexican border. It is expected that the United States will make a formal apology to Mexico for the act of troops who crossed the Mexican border.

ANOTHER RAID ON ENGLAND

London, Sept. 25.—A formal statement issued tonight by the Home Office revealed that several hundred bombs were reported to have been dropped on London and other parts of England last night. The bombs were reported to have been dropped from the air by a German plane. The Home Office reported that the bombs were dropped from the air by a German plane. The bombs were reported to have been dropped from the air by a German plane. The bombs were reported to have been dropped from the air by a German plane.

40 Pcs. of N.Y.'s UNION SOLDIERS

In Favor of General Strike Says A. F. of L.

Representatives of the American Federation of Labor today issued a statement in favor of the General Strike. The statement was issued at the annual meeting of the American Federation of Labor, held in New York City. The statement was issued at the annual meeting of the American Federation of Labor, held in New York City.

BIG ADVANCE ON A 12 MILE FRONT

German Defenses Had Been Swept Away by Artillery

London, Sept. 25.—After three days of the most colossal artillery bombardment of the war, the French and British lines have been pushed back a full 12 miles. The big guns had cleared the way for the infantry and tanks, the new huge armored motor cars, and the combined armies made an almost uniform advance of a mile on a twelve-mile front.

The British swept forward for a full mile on the main line of defense. The French, Americans, and British lines, which still held out in the central part of the line, have been swept aside and the French have been pushed back to the Seine. The British have taken control of the town of St. Etienne, and the French have been pushed back to the Seine.

TIME RIPE TO ENTER "REPUBLICANS" CONTEST

SUPERB PRIZES HEADLINED BY $1020 DODGE SIX CYLINDER

The time is ripe to enter the "Republicans" contest. The big race is getting under way. All parties are on the dance floor, and the time is ripe to enter the contest. The time is ripe to enter the "Republicans" contest. The big race is getting under way. All parties are on the dance floor, and the time is ripe to enter the contest.

SAYS HE'S SURE BREMEN TAKEN

American Sculptor Says Merchant Sub, Brit. Captive

Says he's sure Bremen taken. The sculptor of the Captive is a minor work. The sculptor of the Captive is a minor work. The sculptor of the Captive is a minor work.

COAL FEED

Building Material

"Right hands at Right Prices"

DOCK & COAL CO.